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A Southeastern Indian Trader, 1735-59
1. Adair, James: THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN INDIANS; PARTICULARLY THOSE NATIONS ADJOINING TO THE MISSISIPPI
[sic], EAST AND WEST FLORIDA, GEORGIA, SOUTH AND NORTH
CAROLINA, AND VIRGINIA...ALSO AN APPENDIX, CONTAINING
A DESCRIPTION OF THE FLORIDAS, AND THE MISSISIPPI [sic]
LANDS.... London: Printed for Edward and Charles Dilly, in the Poultry, 1775.
[12],464pp. plus folding map. Half title. Quarto. Contemporary speckled calf,
raised bands, gilt red morocco label. Corners bumped and lightly worn, shallow
chips at spine ends, leather cracked along joints. Bookplate on front pastedown,
manuscript shelf mark on titlepage and front pastedown. Slight offsetting from the
map, occasional faint, minor foxing. A very good copy, in contemporary condition.
James Adair (1709-1783), “one of the most colorful figures in Southern colonial
history” (Clark), emigrated from Ireland to South Carolina in 1735. He was
heavily involved in trading with the Indians of the Southeast, including the Catawba, Cherokee, and Chickasaw, between 1735 and 1759, and this work contains
a chapter on each of these major tribes. Considered by many to be the leading
authority of his time on the southeast Indians, he offers detailed descriptions of
Indian customs and religion, with many observations on Indian trade and traders. A large portion of the work is devoted to Adair’s twenty-three arguments by
which he attempts to prove the descent of the Indians from the Lost Tribes of
Israel. The map “illustrates a Southeast with the Indians safely tucked away in
the interior wilderness, exactly the condition Adair’s readers would have approved
of” (Cumming & De Vorsey).

“The citations and quotations in Adair’s History are evidence of wide and serious
reading. He kept up the intellectual culture of an eighteenth-century gentleman,
but he lacked polish in personal demeanor. In 1768 he visited Sir William Johnson, superintendent of Indian affairs, in an unsuccessful attempt to get Johnson’s
endorsement of his History. Johnson was condescending, writing to General
Thomas Gage (10 Dec. 1768) that Adair’s ‘appearance may not be much in his
favor...but he is certainly well acquainted with the Southern Indians, and a man
of Learning tho Rusticated by 30 years residence in a Wild Country.’ In 1775
Adair voyaged to England to get his History published. Returning to America in
the same year, he resumed trading in new surroundings in western Tennessee,
where tradition has settled him with an anonymous Indian wife or mistress....
He believed that Englishmen could never live in security as long as Indians were
numerous and strong and that English policy should therefore be to incite the
tribes to war mercilessly against each other, a precept that Adair practiced. He
is notable today for his active involvement in intertribal intrigues and wars and
for his record of Indian culture” – ANB.
HOWES A38. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 18. CLARK I:28. VAIL 643. FIELD
11. JCB (3)I:2013. SERVIES 517. BELL A59. SABIN 155. GRAFF 10. CUMMING & DE VORSEY 448. ESTC T86841. REESE & OSBORN, STRUGGLE
FOR NORTH AMERICA 82. ANB 1, pp.60-61.
$5250.

Falls on verso. Moderate edge wear, a few closed tears and minor fold separations
with expert tissue repairs. Light foxing and staining. Good condition.
An exceedingly rare broadsheet handbill advertising P.T. Barnum’s groundbreaking
1842 western show featuring Native Americans in a variety of performances. Issued quite early in Barnum’s career, shortly after he opened his American Museum
in New York, the broadsheet promises a wide variety of natural and mechanical
wonders “exhibited in six spacious halls, each one hundred feet in length.”
While Wild West shows are often associated with Buffalo Bill Cody, the present
broadsheet was issued five years before Cody’s birth, and the year before P.T. Barnum’s landmark “Grand Buffalo Hunt” in Hoboken, which is generally considered
the first of what would later become the Wild West Show. P.T. Barnum – one of
the most successful showmen in history – here stages a proto-Wild West show in
his Broadway museum, the type of western show that would become ubiquitous in
theaters, performance halls, and outdoor venues a generation later. Here, Barnum
employs “Indian Warriors! And their Squaws! Who will introduce their various
and peculiar Religious Rites and Ceremonies illustrative of the superstitions of
the American Aborigines, also their Marriage Festivals, War Dances, &c. together
with a variety of thrilling Indian Pantomimes!!”
The show also involved Native Americans “in a Scenic representation of The
Murder of Miss McCrea! Native Dance! Worship and Thanksgiving! Wedding
Dance! Pocahontas! Saving the Life of Captain Smith.” The “Miss McCrea”
mentioned here refers to Jane McCrea, who was killed by Wyandot warriors in
upstate New York in 1777 while on her way to meet her fiancé, who was serving in
General John Burgoyne’s army during the Saratoga campaign. Burgoyne himself
had engaged the Indians to attack American troops that were harrying the British
army along their route, but this plan backfired spectacularly when they began also
to attack and to kill civilians, including many erstwhile loyalists like Jane McCrea. The particular circumstances of McCrea’s death sensationalized the story,
and helped to turn many previously loyal New Yorkers against the British cause.
The entire episode was one of many misadventures for Burgoyne in upstate New
York that eventually led to his surrender at Saratoga. The McCrea murder was
adapted into fiction and art, and obviously into stage productions, as seen here.

Very Rare Broadsheet for P.T. Barnum’s
Proto-Wild West Native American Show
2. [Barnum. P.T.]: AMERICAN MUSEUM. CORNER OF BROADWAY AND
ANN-STREET, UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF MR. P.T. BARNUM...A
SHORT ENGAGEMENT WITH A COMPANY OF INDIAN WARRIORS!
AND THEIR SQUAWS! [New York]: Wm. Applegate’ Steam Presses, [ca. March
21, 1842]. Letterpress broadsheet, 12 x 8¾ inches. Small engraving of Niagara

In addition to the Native American show, Barnum advertises a comedian, singers, a pneumatic railroad, an albino woman, “fancy glass working,” and a “Grand
Cosmorama.” Notice of a “grand and sublime exhibition of the stupendous falls of
Niagara” features a small woodcut of Niagara Falls, with a note that “real water”
would be used to “make the subject perfect.” Appealing to the large population of
New Yorkers of Dutch heritage, another act describes a “highly laughable Dutch
story” in which the protagonist searches for his son in the East Indies. Admission
was twenty-five cents for adults, half that for children under ten.
A very rare and early Barnum broadsheet, issued just three months after the opening of the showman’s legendary American Museum, with no copies in OCLC.
$4750.

Superb Panoramic Steel Engraving of Gettysburg
3. [Battle of Gettysburg]: [Bachelder, John]: GETTYSBURG. REPULSE
OF LONGSTREET’S ASSAULT. Boston: James Drummond, 1876. Panoramic
steel engraving on thick paper, 19½ x 40 inches. Even tanning, with some darker
vertical columns of browning. Chipped in upper outer corner (not affecting the
image), and with a closed tear in the right margin (stopping just before the image.
Overall, a very good example of this remarkable engraving. Matted.
A superb panoramic steel engraving capturing in fantastic detail John Bachelder’s
conception of the climactic event of the Battle of Gettysburg: Longstreet’s assault,
including Pickett’s Charge, on the third day against the Union center at Cemetery
Hill. On July 3, 1863, Gen. Robert E. Lee ordered Lieut. Gen. James Longstreet
and his commanders (including George Pickett) to assault Union General George
Meade’s positions on Cemetery Ridge. Over 12,000 Confederate soldiers marched

across the battlefield in an attempt to breach the Union lines, but were caught
out in the open, taking heavy losses, suffering approximately a 50% casualty rate.
This advance marked the “high-water mark of the Confederacy” and is arguably
the turning point of the Civil War; as the war would continue for another two
years, the Confederates never launched another offensive campaign.
This fascinating engraving was executed by H.B. Hall, Jr., based on a larger
painting by James Walker under the supervision of Bachelder. John Bachelder
was a portrait and landscape painter, lithographer, and photographer. During the
Civil War he accompanied the Army of the Potomac and made many sketches of
military life and important battles. He is best known as the historian of the Battle
of Gettysburg and was a dominant factor in the preservation of the Gettysburg
Battlefield.
$1750.

“Slavery is the cause of the war. And Slavery must be abolished
before a cure can permanently be secured.”
4. [Civil War]: [DIARY KEPT BY A MINISTER IN ONEIDA COUNTY, NEW
YORK DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF THE CIVIL WAR, WITH MUCH
COMMENTARY AND NEWS OF THE WAR, AND WITH ELOQUENT
PASSAGES ARGUING AGAINST SLAVERY]. Vernon, Oneida County, N.Y.
July 17, 1861 – March 30, 1862. [125]pp., on light blue paper. Approximately 22,500
words. Small quarto. Contemporary half calf and marbled boards notebook, spine
ruled in gilt. Front board and first few leaves neatly separated, some abrading to
edges, corners, and boards. A few gatherings detached, one small section cut out
of one leaf, but clean internally. In good condition overall.
An engaging home front diary kept by an unidentified minister in central New
York during the opening year of the Civil War. The minister writes much on
faith, religion, and theology in his diary, along with his and others’ activities in
the community, but like many of his generation, he is preoccupied with the war.
His diary is filled with constant mentions and reports concerning the Civil War,
which he refers to at one point as “the secession heresy.” He often attempts to
reconcile the import of the war with his faith and the philosophy of the country.
It is clear from his language that the reverend expected the Civil War to be a
short-term affair, a fairly common opinion in the early months of the conflict,
though the early entries in the diary speak regularly of the fear of a Confederate
move on Washington, D.C.
In the opening entry of the diary, the minister admits to being forty-seven years
old, and comments that “Within the last year Civil War has broken out, contrary
to all my darkest dreams.” Too old for service himself, the minister does what he
can to help families in Vernon and the surrounding area suffering losses during
the war – preaching, visiting families of the dead, and performing many funerals
(including for a young girl who drowned in a local pond in September 1861).
He returns again and again to reports of “the seat of war.” In his second entry,
on July 21, he writes:
“The great Battle at Bull’s Run or Stone Bridge was fought between the Rebels
under Beauregard & Johnson, and the Union forces under Gen. McDowell. Success seemed at first to favor the Union forces. But overpowered by numbers & a
senseless panic, a complete rout, eclipsed the brilliant successes of the first part
of the engagement. The killed and wounded have been variously estimated on
both sides. The Loyalists officially report theirs at less than a thousand, which
is probably correct. The Rebels lost some two or three thousand according to
their own account – one put it as high as eight thousand. It was a great fight
of quite unequal forces – 75 to 80 thousand Rebels to about 20 or 25 thousand
government forces, yet neither a victory for the one nor a defeat for the other.”

He reports on the Battle of Wilson’s Creek in Missouri on August 10:
“...the tenth of Aug. which will ever be memorable in American History, for the
Battle of Wilson’s Creek near Springfield Mo. Between the US Government
forces, Commanded by Gen. Lyon and the Rebels led by Gens. Price and Ben
McCullough – 5000 Loyalists to 25000 Rebels. The latter were beatten [sic] but
the former in consequence of the smallness of their forces thought best to retire
which they did in good order and the enemy reoccupied the field and entered
Springfield which they hold – Great slaughter on both sides – Gen. Lyon killed.”
By August 19, he has heard about “Rumors that the Rebels are advancing upon
our lines and contemplate an attack upon Washington – think they had better
remain in ‘Dixie’s Land.’”

“A controversy has arisen between Gen. Fremont and the President in regard to
the Proclamation of Fremont in reference to the slaves of those who are hostile
to the government. He declared them free. Mr. Lincoln says, in that act he
superceded his Authority. Congress, by its Act at the last session, gave no such
Authority. But has not the President gone beyond his Authority since he came
into office? In times like these I think the President should not stand upon
technicalities. ‘Red tape’ can be drawn too closely for the good of the cause for
which thousands of patriots have taken their lives in their hands and gone forth
to this holy war, i.e., holy on one side. And in my opinion the government will
be obliged to come up to Gen. Fremont’s standard in regard to slavery before
peace will perch upon our banners. Slavery is the cause of the war. And Slavery
must be abolished before a cure can permanently be secured.”

Over the course of the diary, the minister records news of battles in West Virginia
on August 30; Bailey’s Crossroads in Virginia on September 5; North Carolina
on September 6; Missouri on September 23; Hatteras, North Carolina on October 10; “the upper Potomac” at Edward’s Ferry on October 22 and October
25; Bellmont, Missouri on November 8; Port Royal in Beaufort, South Carolina
from November 9 to 11; Kentucky on December 18; Kentucky again on January
21 and subsequent entries (reporting the Battle of Mill Springs, which saw the
Confederates lose 275 men, including their general, Felix Zollicoffer); Ambrose
Burnside’s North Carolina Expedition on January 28 and in subsequent entries;
Fort Henry in middle Tennessee on February 13 (where the Union forces are
received well, and where locals “give a grand Ball in honor of the Union victory
at Fort Henry”); Fort Donelson on February 17 and subsequent entries (“Fort
Donaldson [sic] was taken yesterday after a severe fight of more than two days,
15,000 prisoners were captured, among whom were Gens. Pillow, Johnson, and
Buckner”); the beginning of the skirmishes at Island Number Ten on the Mississippi River on March 21; and Winchester, Va. on March 24.

The minister mentions Fremont and the war in Missouri in several subsequent
posts. He also writes eloquently about slavery and emancipation on October 18
and December 4. From his entry on October 18:

Overall he seems most concerned with the war in Missouri and Kentucky, and
reports more than usual on skirmishes in the trans-Mississippi region. He keeps
track of the navies and actions in coastal forts, including actions at Island No.
10 and Fort Donelson, and notes when a fleet leaves for Ship Island (near the
mouth of the Mississippi).

“England growls about the arrests of Mason and Slidell by Capt. Wilkes. It is
not however the voice of the government. If however the British government
desire another war with the United States they will make this affair a justifiable
pretext. But I think she will have too deep a regard for her own interest to rush
hastily into a conflict with a power which has twice whipped her, and that too
with far less facilities and strength than that power now possesses.”

On September 3, the minister reports that the telegraph in town received news
of the death of Jefferson Davis. The next day’s entry begins, “Report of Jeff Davis Death discredited. On September 9, the minister writes about a lamentable
situation in which a Vermont soldier is sentenced to be shot for “falling asleep
on guard.” The next day, he is glad to report the soldier has been “pardoned
by Maj. Gen. McClellan – the President and others of high standing interesting
themselves in the soldier’s favor.”
The minister records his thoughts on the Fremont Emancipation on September
23. Issued by Major General John C. Fremont on August 30, the proclamation
declared martial law in Missouri and decreed that all property – including slaves
– owned by those taking up arms in rebellion against the United States would be
confiscated. The minister writes:

“The tenacity of this great Rebellion and the continuance of the war will create
a wide spread feeling of hatred against the cause of it, and make emancipation
more certain than would a speedy and easy termination of the war. In this conflict
I think may easily be read the doom of Slavery. The struggle, though costing
thousands of lives and millions of treasure, will be cheap if it blots out forever
this greatest of crimes against humanity.”
On December 13, the minister touches upon the Trent Affair, a diplomatic incident in which the Union Navy, led by Charles Wilkes, captured two Confederate
diplomats from a British ship. The situation almost caused a war between the U.S.
and Great Britain, but tensions cooled when the Union released the diplomats.
Here, he writes on December 13:

He continues over the next week to mention the potential war with England over
the Trent Affair, though by December 20, he writes that “the excitement about
war with England has somewhat abated.” Indeed it had, and by December 28,
“Mason & Slidell, the Rebel commissioners to England sent by the South & taken
by Capt. Wilkes some weeks ago, have been given up to the British Government
on demand. This removes all pretext for war.” By January 3, 1862, the minister
writes that “Mason & Slidell have sailed for England.”
On January 7, 1862 the minister mentions the little-known incident in 1850 in
St. Helena, South Carolina, when a group of secessionists created the Southern
Rights Association. The founding declaration and the group’s constitution had

been found in late November by Union officers in the invasion of Beaufort. The
minister writes:
“The expedition which thus far has been successful at Port Royal and Beaufort
is bringing to light some startling revelations concerning the origin, rise, and
progress of the present great Rebellion. It was planned and inaugurated as early
as 1850 in the St. Helena Parish, S.C. Southern Confederacy was then & there
born and chartered ‘States Rights.’ A declaration & constitution very lengthy
drawn up and quite numerously signed in which a settled determination not to
submit to the growing authority & power of the North is unequivocally stated.
This came to a head in 1861, and the consequences are now seen and felt by the
whole nation.”
On February 4 he is invited to visit an Oneida Indian school to see the progress
made by the students. He approves, noting that “Their writing, I think, taking
them all together, would surpass any white school in the country.”
The following day, he takes on slavery again:
“Nothing particularly new from the war – The papers are full of the sufferings of
the people of ‘Secession.’ A fearful retribution is already being visited upon the
instigators of this wicked Rebellion, and the upholders of the ‘sum of all villanies,’
American slavery. It is rumored that the Agents abroad of the sham Confederacy,
have offered if England will interfere and help establish their Government to
abolish slavery. Slavery must die either by act of the North or the South or by
Act of both North and South. A return to the old condition of things I regard as
impossible and if in consequence of this war slavery shall come to an end, if four
millions of God’s children shall be lifted from the condition of the most degrading servitude to the condition of freeman, if they shall be brought to the light of
education and a pure Christianity. This alone will in some degree compensate
for the losses of the war....”
On February 6, the minister voices current sentiments on why the war has lasted
this long, and why the Union is not taking quicker and more decisive steps to
defeat the Confederacy. Coincidentally, the minister is raising these questions
during the brief time George McClellan was in charge of the Union Army. McClellan was soon after removed from command by President Lincoln, who had
grown impatient at McClellan for his reticence to attack the Confederacy while
on its heels. The minister writes:
“Long intervals of inactivity seemingly follow every brilliant achievement of the
Union forces. The country is heartily sick and tired of this dilly dally way of
crushing the Rebellion. If the Government has the power as it claims to have

of making this a short but successful war – Why this delay? There is a screw
loose somewhere bout the machinery of the government, and the man is yet to
be found who has the knowledge, integrity, courage and strength to tighten it....”
On February 12, the minister reports in detail on the successes of the Burnside
Expedition, and repeats his desire for the war to come to a swift end: “It is to be
hoped that the successes of the Government, both east and west, will be vigorously followed up, until the Rebellion shall be entirely subdued, and killed, and
buried beyond all hope of a resurrection.”
On February 17, the minister expands on his earlier comment about a “fearful retribution” for the war: “If any people ever merited a severe visitation of
Divine Judgment it is those who have instigated this foul revolt against so good
a government as ours – a government under which the South has grown strong
as well as insolent. She had always received the lion’s share – and what ails her
now is that she can’t always have – in other words that she can no longer rule.”
He continues in much the same vein on March 11: “The whole coast of Georgia
below Savannah is in the possession of the Government. The limits of the rebellion is fast being circumscribed and narrowed. The Rebels judgment day is fast
approaching. Their doom is sealed. A greater crime the earth never witnessed,
than this attempt to overthrow a good civil government. And what punishment
can be severe enough for such heartless, wicked traitors?”
Throughout the diary, the minister is reacting to the reports he reads in newspapers. As such, the diary is an interesting study in how the news – and particularly,
rumors – regarding the Civil War traveled around the country. Regular rumors
of battle news, captured Confederate leaders, and a possible war with England
over the Trent Affair, among other hasty reports pepper the diary. At one point
in early December 1861, the minister reports a rumor that Charleston is in ruins,
“some say it is the work of an incendiary – others of a slave insurrection.”
The writer does not specifically identify himself, but a few hints throughout
suggest he was probably the minister of the Unitarian Congregational Society in
Oneida County. He mentions that the local Baptists do not have a minister and
he meets with the Presbyterian and Methodist Episcopal ministers periodically.
As far as we can tell, the only other church operating in Vernon at this time was
Unitarian. In any case, the author is a native of Vermont, and at the end of the
present diary, in March 1862, he leaves to return to his boyhood home to care
for his aging parents. The end of the war, which the minister felt was so certain
in early 1862 would not come for another three years.
A wonderful example of history from below.

$1750.

Allowing African Americans
to Be Drafted for Civil War Service
5. [Civil War]: THE UNITED STATES ENROLLMENT LAWS FOR CALLING OUT THE NATIONAL FORCES. APPROVED MARCH 3d, 1863, AND
FEBRUARY 20th, 1864. OFFICIAL AND COMPLETE. New York: James W.
Fortune, Publisher, 1864. 48,[16]pp. 24mo. Original printed blue wrappers. Light
soiling and mild wear to wrappers. Lightly tanned, occasional foxing. Very good.
A pocket-size printing of the 1863 Enrollment Act, adding here the text of the
revised 1864 Act. The 1863 Enrollment Act was the first genuine national conscription law. Replacing the Militia Act of 1862, the Enrollment Act, also known
as the Civil War Military Draft Act, was signed into law on March 3, 1863 and
required the enrollment of every male citizen between twenty and forty-five years
of age as well as those immigrants who had filed for citizenship, unless exempted
by the Act. It set enlistment quotas for each state, and required states to draft
men if they did not meet their enlistment quotas through volunteers. It also
included the policies of Substitution (furnishing a suitable substitute to take the
draftee’s place) and Commutation (paying $300 to avoid the draft), which led to
substantial resentment among the public, especially those not wealthy enough to
pay their way out of Civil War service. Enforcement led to civil unrest in some
cities, in particular the New York City draft riots of July 13-16, 1863, which
subsequently devolved into vicious race riots.
The amendments in the 1864 Act were substantial, perhaps most interesting is that
it made enslaved men, even those of owners loyal to the Union, eligible for the
draft. By changing “citizen” to “resident,” enslaved men could now be “drafted
or mustered” (although they would not serve with white troops). Owners were
to receive a certificate “thereupon such slave shall be free; and the bounty of one
hundred dollars, now payable by law for each drafted man, shall be paid to the
person to whom such drafted person was owing services or labor at the time of
his muster into the service of the United States.” As well, the amended law allowed draftees and substitutes, as well as volunteers, to be credited toward state
quotas. It also adjusted bounties paid to volunteers in hopes of reducing desertion: one hundred dollars for each year they had enlisted to serve, to be paid in
three installments, the first at time of enlistment, the second half way through
their term of service, and the third at mustering out (the bounty to be paid to
widow, children in the event of death).
Publisher James Fortune added a sixteen-page advertising section at the end,
premiering other works on military topics and music published by him. Printed
for a New York metropolitan audience, there are also ads on the wrapper leaves,
including one for “Choice Military Goods” at Tiffany & Co., and another for
“Indian Rubber Goods” from Goodyear’s Indian Rubber Glove Manufacturing Co.
This printing of the 1864 amended draft law is scarce on the market and in instructional holdings. OCLC locates only two copies, at Yale Law Library and the
Ohio History Center; there is also a copy at the Library of Congress.
OCLC 65163931, 38297438.
$1250.

Jay Cooke’s Vision of Luxury:
A Volume of Extensive Architectural Plans
for His Philadelphia-Area Mansion
6. [Cooke, Jay]: [BOUND VOLUME OF VERY DETAILED ARCHITECTURAL PLANS FOR JAY COOKE’S OGONTZ MANSION, OUTSIDE
PHILADELPHIA]. [Philadelphia. ca. 1865]. [7] leaves of manuscript tabbed
index; forty-four hand-drawn plans, irregularly paginated, plus juvenile sketches
to last seven pages. Textured black split-grained leather, gilt lettering on front
board (“Jay Cooke’s Mansion”), brass clasps, a.e.g. Front board and first few leaves
detached (but present). Boards rubbed, worn at the extremities, spine partially
perished. Some tanning and light soiling to the text, occasional pencil annotations, else quite clean and very good internally.
A portable version of the architectural plans for Jay Cooke’s palatial Ogontz Mansion in Elkins Park, just outside of Philadelphia. The nearly four dozen plans
contained herein give a detailed vision of the design and construction of Cooke’s
estate, built in part with the money he made in securing funds for the Union
effort during the Civil War.
Perhaps created by or for the foreman from a blank sketchbook, the volume begins
with a tabbed index (the tabs cuts by hand and labeled in manuscript), noting page
numbers for the various room and floor plans. Each plan was sketched in black
and red ink on white or tan drafting paper, which was then trimmed and pasted
onto the pages of the book. Each plan is labeled with the name of the room
or rooms and their specific features, along with measurements. The plans start
with the “Cellar Rooms” with spaces for “Coal” and “Furnaces,” then the “Plan.
First Story” and an additional plan for detail of the stairways leading up from the
first story, along with plans detailing features for each room. The second and
third story follows, with similar detailed plans for each room. After the third
floor plan, one leaf is titled “Suite Rooms, Jay Cooke, Jr., Esq.,” describing Jay
Jr.’s residence, who would have been about twenty years old at this point. This
plan includes the main “Chamber,” as well as the “Servant’s Room,” “Bath &
Dress. Room,” and “Closet.” The next leaf features the “Library” adjoining the
“Chamber,” which has “Parlor” written above it in pencil and “Jay Cooke Jr” in
pencil at the lower right. These may be Jay Jr.’s corrections, or simply changes
requested by him. The fourth floor plan follows, replete with “Gymnasium,”
along with plans for the tower rooms on the fourth and fifth floors. There are a
few child-like drawings toward the end of the volume, possibly rendered by the
son or daughter of the original owner.
Cooke broke ground for Ogontz, his million-dollar mansion, in 1865. The magnificent stone building with its many porches, turrets, and marble balustrades,
was five stories high, with each story about twice as tall as normal, and housed
numerous drawing rooms, amusement rooms, and libraries. The grounds were
also widely admired, with magnificent gardens, broad verandas, and in the fashion

of the times, a newly-constructed “ruin” (in imitation of an English castle ruins).
According to Cooke, he named the home in honor of Ogontz, a leader of the
Wyandot people, whom he supposedly knew as a boy growing up in Ohio, and
who would visit his home for weeks at a time, delighting the children with tales
of “Indian” adventures. In 1873, Cooke’s failure in the financing of the Northern
Pacific Railroad nearly ruined him, but he managed to save the fortune of his
associates, and rebuild his own fortune as well. Nevertheless, in the meantime,
the Ogontz mansion was a significant expense, and Cooke and his two married
daughters and their families moved to smaller quarters on the property. In 1883,
Cooke offered to rent it to the principals of the Chestnut Street Seminary for
$15,000 a year. They accepted and the school, by then one of the most successful finishing schools in the country, adopted the name of Cooke’s estate and it
became the Ogontz School for Young Ladies. In 1915, the school relocated and
Joseph Early Widener acquired Ogontz and the surrounding property. He then
gifted it to his niece Eleanor Elkins Widener, who tore down Cooke’s old home
and replaced it with the 60-room Ronaele Manor.
Jay Cooke (1821-1905), the “Financier of the Civil War,” was born in Sandusky,
Ohio, and rose quickly to become one of the richest men in America, founding
the private banking firm Jay Cooke and Co. in Philadelphia in 1861. At the
outset of the Civil War, Cooke worked with Treasury Secretary Salmon P. Chase
to secure loans from the leading bankers, securing $50 million. Following this
success, Chase authorized Cooke to be the exclusive agent for the sale of $500
million of so-called “5-20” bonds, which were callable in five years and matured
in twenty years. He had similar success with his “7-30” bonds. By the end of the
Civil War, Cooke had secured more than $3 billion for the federal government
through various initiatives.
Although Jay Cooke’s vacation estate on Gibraltar Island (Lake Erie, Ohio) is
well-documented, we could not find any other examples of architectural plans
for Ogontz Mansion. This volume is fine evidence of the building of one of the
most extravagant mansions of its day, and of Jay Cooke’s vision of luxury.
$2250.

Minor occasional foxing and thumbsoiling,
some offsetting on maps. Overall very good.
First and only folio edition of one of the most
handsome and important American atlases
of the early nineteenth century. Anthony
Finley published his atlases in the 1820s in
direct competition with Henry Tanner, with
the maps arranged much the same way and
with the same level of skill as Tanner. This
atlas was issued by Finley the same year as a
pocket issue of the same title, with the two
editions very similar in makeup; both editions
are rare today. The maps included here are
dated 1825 or 1826, and enumerated on the
Index leaf, as follows: North America; the
United States; Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont; Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Rhode Island; New York; Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Delaware; Virginia and Maryland;
North and South Carolina and Georgia; Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama; Kentucky and
Tennessee; Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Part of
Michigan Territory; Missouri and the Arkansas
Territory; Florida and elevations of mountains
(single sheet); the West Indies (single sheet);
and South America.
The United States map is engraved with a
note reading: “The publisher is indebted to
the politeness of Major S. H. Long for the use
of his documents in the construction of that
portion of this Map west of the Mississippi
river.” It also includes a “Statistical Table”
listing the states and territories, their area,
population, capitals, and “population of the
principal cities and towns.”

Finley’s Folio American Atlas
7. Finley, Anthony: A NEW AMERICAN ATLAS, DESIGNED PRINCIPALLY
TO ILLUSTRATE THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES OF
NORTH AMERICA.... Philadelphia: Anthony Finley, 1826. Title leaf, Index
leaf, plus fifteen hand-colored folding maps (thirteen double-page maps, with the
maps of Florida and the West Indies printed on single sheets) all tipped to stubs.
Folio. Original three-quarter red calf and marbled boards, original red calf label
on front board lettered and elaborately stamped in gilt. Leather chipped along
spine and at corners, but neatly repaired; boards a bit rubbed, stained, and worn.

“Finley’s 1826 A New American Atlas... appears to have been a one-time effort. Most
of the atlas maps carry the credit ‘Drawn by D.H. Vance,’ and all were engraved
by J.H. Young. The same plates, with dates and publisher’s name changed, were
used by S. Augustus Mitchell in 1831 for an atlas published under the same title
as Finley’s 1826 volume” – Ristow.
A rare and early large-format American atlas from one of the most esteemed
American mapmakers of the 19th century.
RUMSEY 280 (maps dated 1827). PHILLIPS ATLASES 1378. HOWES F140.
NMM 485. SABIN 52438. RISTOW, p.270. TOOLEY, p.211. DECKER 38:141
(pocket issue).
$15,000.

Rare Account of Overland Travel
to California and Experiences in the Gold Rush
8. Goldsmith, Oliver: OVERLAND IN FORTY-NINE. THE RECOLLECTIONS OF A WOLVERINE RANGER AFTER A LAPSE OF FORTY-SEVEN
YEARS. EXCLUSIVELY FOR MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS. Detroit: Published by the author, 1896. 148pp. plus nine plates (including frontispiece). 12mo.
Original half tan cloth and yellow glazed paper pictorial boards. Corners bumped,
front hinge a bit loose. Ex-Society of California Pioneers, with library information neatly removed from backstrip, presentation inscription on front pastedown,
bookplate removed from front pastedown, and institutional notes or ink stamps
on front free endpaper, front fly leaf, upper margin of titlepage, final page of text
and rear free endpaper. Text still quite clean, and in very good condition overall.
A presentation copy, signed by Goldsmith on the front pastedown with a manuscript inscription (in a different hand) presenting the book to the Society of
California Pioneers. This copy was discarded by the Society as a duplicate, as
is noted by early manuscript notes on the front pastedown (“traded”) and front
free endpaper, (“Duplicate Copy.)”
A rare account of an overland journey to California in 1849, printed in a small
edition for private distribution by the author, “exclusively for my family and
friends.” Oliver Goldsmith was a member of Michigan’s “Wolverine Rangers”
Gold Rush Company, made famous by the publication of the journal and letters
of William Swain, who travelled with the Wolverine Rangers, as part of J.S.
Holliday’s popular book about the California Gold Rush, The World Rushed In.
Goldsmith was in his early twenties when he and the Rangers departed Independence in the spring of 1849 and followed the Platte River Road westward,
encountering flooded rivers, cholera, Sioux Indians, alkali land, bad water, and
Mormons trying to lure the argonauts to settle in Salt Lake City instead of
continuing to California. He describes the apprehension of deserters from Fort
Kearny, and soldiers at Fort Laramie who had retaken the fort from fur traders
just a few days earlier. “Twenty-two-year-old Oliver Goldsmith of Detroit joined
the Wolverine Rangers, worked as a cook, and made it across the continent by
way of the California Trail. He entered California via Lassen’s Cutoff, rested
at Lassen Ranch, and began looking for gold on the north fork of the Feather
River. He describes how he filled his tin drinking cut with rock and dirt, washed
it out, and found gold at the bottom. Along with several rangers, he worked the
diggings at Morrissey’s Gulch, suffered from scurvy, and found just enough gold
dust to survive” – Kurutz. After some time in the diggings, Goldsmith travelled
to Sacramento and San Francisco, where he worked as a cook for $100 a month,
before returning to mining after the rainy season had passed. He eventually
returned to Michigan.
Quite rare in the market – this is the first copy we have handled, and Rare Book
Hub lists only two copies at auction in the past fifty years.
COWAN, p.241. KURUTZ 279. WHEAT, GOLD RUSH 83. MATTES 458
(four stars). MINTZ 181. HOWES G228, “b.” FLAKE 3611. GRAFF 1581.
EBERSTADT, MODERN OVERLANDS 189. HOLLIDAY SALE 435. BAUER
SALE 166.
$4500.

With Biographies and Portrait Photographs
of Hundreds of African-American Residents of Houston
9. Jackson, A.W.: A SURE FOUNDATION. Houston. [ca. 1940]. [2],vi,[6],644,[4]
pp. Original textured green cloth, front board gilt. Minor edge wear, gilt a bit
rubbed. Minor toning to text, but clean. Very good.
A privately-published and valuable biographical and photographic record of the
African-American community in Jim Crow-era Houston. The work is a combination of uplifting text, community directory, and biographical encyclopedia. The
author, Andrew Webster Jackson, was a lifelong educator, serving as a teacher,
principal, and administrator throughout East Texas in the early 20th century. He
was elected unanimously as the President of the Colored Teachers’ State Association in 1930, and went on to write for African-American newspapers in Houston.
The present guide is a modest but lengthy production, and the work it took to
produce is evident on almost every page, as it is profusely illustrated with photographs, including portraits of local citizens, schools, businesses, professional
organizations, and group shots of church groups, school classes, and sports teams,
among others. Jackson’s portrait is opposite his short introduction, in which he
states that he hopes the book will be an inspiration to readers and the community.
Jackson begins with a series of faith-tinged short passages and inspirational poems
intended to uplift his readers; his introduction states that he wrote some of these
passages, and pulled some of them from traditional sources. Titles of these short
pieces include “Building a Race,” “Courage and Self Control,” and “A Negro In
It.” The majority of the book consists of a biographical encyclopedia with passages
on hundreds of local residents in Houston, paired with black-and-white portraits
of the subjects. The men and women featured here include businessmen, doctors, professors, pastors, teachers, church and civic leaders, judges, politicians,
and other community leaders.
Jackson’s book was apparently compiled by him and his associates at different
times, based on the widely varying page counts of the main section in available
copies. Known copies of different editions range from sixty pages to 960 pages,
not counting the preliminaries. The shortest edition of sixty pages is dated
1923, and noted as a second edition, according to the copy at Prairie View A&M
University (where Jackson attended college). Perhaps Jackson assembled copies
as he compiled more and more contents, resulting in copies of different lengths,
though he did not continue to delineate the separate editions over the years. The
main section of the present copy numbers 644 pages, of which OCLC lists about
a dozen institutional copies over multiple accession numbers.
OCLC 2682248, 27973354, 840017120.
$1000.

“At one place four American soldiers carried a wounded soldier
on a stretcher in a trench. The trench was not wide enough around
a corner so they had to lift him up out of the trench. Just as they were
doing this a German shell came and killed all five of them.”

Georgia, France, Luxembourg, Germany, and Belgium. Primarily 1917-1919].
Folio manuscript diary, [153]pp., one printed book, and various family papers,
certificates, dog tags, photographs, and more. In very good condition overall.

10. Kappel, Wilson: [World War I]: [DETAILED MANUSCRIPT DIARY
AND RELATED ARCHIVAL MATERIALS PERTAINING TO THE SERVICE OF WILSON KAPPEL OF BOLIVAR, OHIO DURING WORLD
WAR I, INCLUDING HIS ACCOUNT OF SERVICE IN EUROPE AND
DETAILS OF FIGHTING ON THE FRONT LINES IN FRANCE AND
THE MEUSE-ARGONNE OFFENSIVE]. [Various locations, including Ohio,

An important and informative World War I archive belonging to Wilson Kappel
of Bolivar, Ohio, including a phenomenal, starkly-written, and uncensored diary
kept by him throughout his service, detailing war deaths, mustard gas attacks, and
the notable Meuse-Argonne offensive near the end of the war. Kappel (18931979) served as a mechanic with Company C of the 6th Infantry of the United
States Army. He registered for the service on June 5, 1917, was drafted in July,

the line, “I registered June 5th, 1917” and takes Kappel first to
the mobilization camp at Camp Sherman in Chillicothe, Ohio
and thenceforth to basic training at Camp Forrest in Georgia.
Kappel writes in unhurried detail about training on the rifle
range in Georgia, traveling to Hoboken, New Jersey to board
a troop ship to Europe, and writes extensively about his experiences overseas.
Kappel’s European diary entries begin with his arrival at the
“sorting yards” at Brest, France. He continues to various locations in France, namely Barsubaube, Soulaine, Pagny-Sur-Meuse,
Remiremont, and Le Tholy, before arriving at the front and the
front line trenches near Gerardmer in mid-June of 1918. At
the front, Kappel and his unit experience their first encounter
with enemy shellings and the types of activity faced by soldiers
near the front lines:
“We all got scared as none of us ever heard a shell before and
we thought they were going to hit us, but they went way above
our heads and went crashing against the hill side, we could hear
it echo many times. We got orders to lay in the ditch along the
road till they stopped shelling. I and Corporal Fox of Massillon
was together in the ditch he said to me ‘I wish we would be back
in Massillon Ohio instead of being in this ditch.’ As soon as
they stopped shelling we went on again. When we got within
about two miles of the front line trenches the Germans must
have heard us walk as they had a powerful search light on top
of a high hill and they shined that down direct on us for about
ten minutes and then it went out again.”

shipped out to training in October, and served until his return from Europe on
July 31, 1919. Kappel spent significant time in France, Luxembourg, Belgium,
and Germany during his service, all of which he details here.
By far, the most significant item in the present archive is Kappel’s manuscript
diary, which covers in amazing detail every aspect of his service from home to
Europe and back again. The diary, which Kappel titles in manuscript on the first
page Diary of the World War, is large format and closely written for over 150 pages
in an eminently readable and uncensored style. It is likely that he either wrote
out this diary from notes made during the war, or wrote it out from memory
shortly after the war. The text conveys a sharpness that immediacy that would
likely have been slightly dulled by the passage of time. The diary begins with

Kappel spent almost a month at the front, where he writes about
getting shot at by German snipers, cooking clandestinely in
the basement of a French church, encountering a private who
shot off his own finger while on guard duty, firing on German
patrols encroaching into the American side, a strange incident
in which a corporal intentionally blew his own hand off with a
grenade (presumably in order to avoid further service), and much more, in often
astonishing detail.
On July 16, Kappel and his unit left the front lines near Gerardmer, continuing
to St. Die and then arriving again at the front lines, this time at St. Claire. On
August 15, Kappel and his unit were caught in a mustard gas attack, which he
recounts in excruciating detail. The Germans in the area “shot over a large number of mustard gas shells all along the front...I and about fifty more soldiers all
ran down in a dugout that was gas proof but the gas came in through the cracks
of the door and we all had to wear our gas masks for about an hour....The gas
was so strong that it got in between our shoes and leggings and many of us got
blisters on our ankles.”

Two days later, Kappel participated in the attack on the German border town
of Frappell. Kappel writes that “The American barrage started Aug 17th 1918
at three-fifty a.m.” and was met with a German response that “killed many
Americans.” As usual, Kappel’s recounting of the battle is unusually detailed and
affecting, ranging over several pages and including meticulous accounts of the
horrors of battle. He writes, in part: “At one place four American soldiers carried
a wounded soldier on a stretcher in a trench. The trench was not wide enough
around a corner so they had to lift him up out of the trench. Just as they were
doing this a German shell came and killed all five of them....” Later he writes:
“The first shell that the Germans fired [on his headquarters] made a direct hit
on the closet and was all blown to pieces with several soldiers in it and a few
standing out around the building. I was half asleep in my dugout at the time.
I had my pack rolled in the morning but I jumped up when the first shell hit.
Mechanic White was with me he told me, ‘It is time to go,’ we both ran out of
our dugout because it was not shell proof and just as we got outside of the door
Private Raymond Barmos was rolling his pack. We both jumped over him and
that was the last that was ever seen of him. He was blown to pieces a few seconds
after we had jumped over him.”
Kappel’s diary continues in much the same manner, and with the high level of
detail, throughout the remainder of the text. He and his unit continue to Pouxeux,
St. Nicolas, St. Christophe, Martin Court, Saint Mihiel, Avirinville, Rigny, and
Verdun. Just north of Verdun, Kappel participates in the historic Meuse-Argonne
offensive from September to November 1918. Kappel’s account of the MeuseArgonne offensive occupies ten pages of his diary, and is typically thorough in
relating the specific brutalities heaped upon the young soldiers during the Great
War. A few excerpts will relay the flavor of Kappel’s narrative of the offensive:
“When we started over the top we had to cross a valley this was full of gas. The
Captain told us to put on our gas masks. I put my gas mask on quick and started
to walk away, a German shell came and exploded to the right side of me and a
piece of shrapnel went through my gas mask. I pulled my gas mask off quick
and walked back a little ways and took a gas mask off a dead American soldier
and put that over my face. The Germans were only a few rods away from us.
We started to shoot at them they did the same. We killed some and captured a
few, the rest ran over the hill. We kept going after them the whole day. One
German shell came and made a direct hit on Lieutenant Roche of our company.
He was blown to little shreds.”
“The Germans had many barbwire entanglements here. It was a common sight
to see from six to ten American soldiers lay on a pile dead. They shot a German
spy at this front. He was in the American Artillery and was always shooting short.
The Artillery Sergeant killed him with his revolver.”
“We stayed here for one day and night. We dug our shelter trenches two soldiers
for each shelter trench....The bullets were flying thick. We had to stop digging
several times and crawl behind the fresh dug grounds for safety. When Private
Pike of our company was done digging his little shelter trench he reached up

with his hand to tear some weeds off so he could see out better a bullet came
and went right through the middle of his hand....From this place when we looked
back we could see the canal, river, railroad and the city of Brieulles. It was nice
to watch the German big shells explode. Some would hit right in the river. It
would throw the water up about forty feet in the air. Some shells would hit the
buildings at Brieulles and tear them all to pieces.”
“We went past a cabbage patch. We made out that in coming back that we were
going to take some cabbage along with us. When we got down into Brandyville
the Germans started to bombard the town. I gave the message to an officer. It
took him about one hour to write out another message for me to take back. I was
looking every minute for the house to get hit by a shell....I finally got my message
and we all ran out of town till we got to the cabbage patch. There we stopped.
Just as each one of us was going in the patch a big German shell hit right in the
center and surely did make the cabbage heads fly. I got one big head and some
of the others got two heads a piece. This we took back to our company and at
midnight we all had raw cabbage to eat.”
After the Meuse-Argonne offensive, Kappel moved on to Liny, Brandeville, Louppy,
Marville, and Rehon in France then spent a short time in Luxembourg, Belgium,
and Germany before shipping back to the States.
In the final eighteen pages of his diary, Kappel records a short history of the USS
America; a couple of poems; a detailed list of Army pay with title and monthly
pay; a list of Army divisions with enlistments, casualties, captures, wounded, and
more; a complete roster of Company C from March 1918 “just a few days before
we started for France” which includes a list of all the men who were in the unit
from March 1918 to March 1919 and what happened to them during the course
of the war; a list of divisions to which each unit belonged; and ending with four
small color drawings and descriptions of the principal airplane markings belonging
to England, France, the United States, and Germany during the war.
In addition to his diary, the present archive is rounded out with a batch of personal papers and other material kept by Kappel and his family. These additional
items include a war-dated letter from Wilson Kappel to his brother Owen sent
home from France in September 1918; five early Kappel family photographs
showing Wilson and Owen; a printed certificate from President Jimmy Carter
honoring Kappel’s service sent to Owen after Wilson’s death; Kappel’s dog tags;
twenty-two later small photographic negatives; a Civil War bullet passed down
through the family and with a note by William Kappel; a portion of the January
17, 1919 issue of Stars and Stripes; Kappel’s 8th and 9th grade report cards; his
address book; Kappel’s funeral notice indicating he died on Oct. 22, 1979; and a
hardcover book entitled, The Official History of the Fifth Division U.S.A. (Washington, D.C.: The Society of the Fifth Division, 1919) with original shipping box
addressed to Wilson Kappel.
A historically important and uncensored firsthand account of the First World
War that reads like an undiscovered classic from the Lost Generation, rounded
out with a small selection of the soldier’s personal, war-related material. $7500.

Calling for Aid Against Apache Raids in Northern Mexico:
“I hope that the victims ruthlessly sacrificed so far to the fury and anger
of the Apaches were the last, and could give us
the noble courage to avenge them....”
11. [Mexico]: [Apache Indians]: EL CONGRESO REPRESENTANTE DEL
ESTADO DE CHIHUAHUA A SUS HABITANTES. Chihuahua: Impreso por
J. Melchor de la Garza, Aug. 28, 1834. Letterpress broadside, 16 x 12 inches. Old
folds, moderate staining. Short fold separations and closed edge tears, remnants
of mounting corners on verso, contemporary ink notation near top edge of both
sides. Good.
A seemingly unrecorded Mexican broadside relating to an important and particularly violent period in the perpetual conflicts between the residents of northern
Mexico and the indigenous Apache. After a long peace, troubles between Mexico
and the Apache flared up anew after Mexico achieved independence in 1821.
Most pertinent to the present broadside was a new war that broke out between
Chihuahua and the Apache after the Mexican government cut off food rations
to the tribe in 1831. This resulted in the Apache leaving Mexican missions and
returning to the nomadic lifestyle they had known so well; it also resulted in an
increase of deadly Apache raids into Chihuahua. The Apache would routinely
kill all adult men in a given village, then capture as many women, children, and
livestock as they could take back with them.
In the present broadside, Congressional representatives from Chihuahua report on
how the Apache revolted in 1832 despite the peace treaties they had signed with
the Mexican government. The legislators bemoan the loss of life and property
to the “licentious destructive hand of the barbarian” Apache, and report on the
resultant shortage in the treasury due to the current conflict. The legislators
call for cooperation among the citizenry, wish for the courage for vengeance, and
ultimately encourage protective defenses.
Part of the text reads: “Ojala que las victimas sacrificadas desapiadadamente hasta
hoy al furor y encono de los apaches fuesen las ultimas, y pudiesen consitarnos
el noble coraje de vengarles, lejos de producir el panico terror que sobrecoje a
algunos...y de aqui nace el deber u obligacion de defenderle con todas sus fuerzas
sinescepcion del sacrificio mismo de su vida” [roughly paraphrased as “I hope that
the victims ruthlessly sacrificed so far to the fury and anger of the Apaches were
the last, and could give us the noble courage to avenge them, producing the panic
and terror that overwhelmed them...and from here arises the duty or obligation
to defend ourselves with all our might without the very sacrifice of our life”].
The proposals in the present broadside were part of a larger effort to fortify the
frontier in Chihuahua and Sonora against further raids by Apache, and also by
Comanche raiders in the east. Conflicts between Mexicans and the indigenous
Apache and Comanche continued in the decades to come, and even spilled into
the next century. The broadside is signed in type at the bottom by Deputy
President Estevan Aguirre, Deputy Secretary Trinidad Gonzalez, and Alternate
Deputy Secretary Jose Ignacio Gomez Montenegro.
No copies in OCLC, auction records, the trade, nor in any source we consulted.
$1500.

With Listings of African-American Residents and Businesses
Later Lost to the Tulsa Race Riots
12. [Oklahoma]: POLK-HOFFHINE DIRECTORY CO’S TULSA CITY
DIRECTORY 1913. [Tulsa]: R.L. Polk & Co., 1913. 681pp., plus one ad leaf.
Original half red printed cloth and yellow printed cloth boards, edges of textblock
printed with ads. Minor edge wear and soiling to boards, corners bumped. ExLibrary of Congress, with bookplate on front pastedown, small stamp on verso
of titlepage and rear free endpaper, small bookseller ticket on rear pastedown.
In very good condition, better than usually seen for directories of this period.
An early Tulsa directory, being the sixth city directory published by the Hoffhine
Directory Company, and the first in partnership with R.L. Polk. The directory
opens with a fourteen-page advertising section touting a wide range of products
and services, including Tulsa Business College, Quuen Bee Gas Stoves, Oklahoma
Iron Works, Tulsa Cotton Oil Company, and others. An introductory note reports the population of Tulsa in 1913 as 33,990, an increase of 5,880 over the
previous year’s number.
A short section on the major governmental contacts, banks, churches, and other
notable organizations is followed by the main section of the directory containing
an alphabetical listing of the residents and commercial entities of the city. This
is followed by a street directory organized alphabetically.
Greenwood Avenue, the section of north Tulsa most impacted by the Tulsa Race
Riots eight years later, lists several businesses (and presumably residents) that
would eventually be lost to the riots, such as the African Methodist Episcopal
Church (destroyed in 1921 and rebuilt in 1928), the Peoples’ Theatre, and three
businesses and the residence of pioneering Tulsa African-American businessman
Ottaway W. Gurley, among others. Gurley owned about a hundred buildings in
the Greenwood area at the time of the race riots, and he lost most of them in the
carnage. The directory includes two pages listing businesses and residents along
Greenwood Avenue (and other streets in the area that was known at the time as
“Black Wall Street”), with most entries followed by “(c)” indicating presumably
that a “colored” person lives or works there.
The street directory is followed by an alphabetical directory of “Tulsa County
Tax Payers and Their Postoffice Address” and then “Hoffhine’s Tulsa Classified
Business Directory,” comprised of a listing of businesses organized alphabetically by type. These include architects, automobile dealers, booksellers, drilling
contractors, oil and gas companies, hotels, theaters, and more.
This is an early and rare Tulsa directory, with important content related to the
later Tulsa Race Riots. OCLC lists just two institutions with any holdings of this
Tulsa directory after the merger of Polk and Hoffhine in 1913 and the cessation
of publication in 1922 – Yale (which only holds the 1920 edition) and the Tulsa
City-County Library (which holds this edition and a few others).
OCLC 11209718.
$1250.

New Campaign Strategy:
Attack the Candidate’s Grandfather
13. [Polk, Ezekiel]: VINDICATION OF THE REVOLUTIONARY CHARACTER AND SERVICES OF THE LATE COL. EZEKIEL POLK, OF
MECKLENBURG, N.C. [Nashville: Printed by John P. Heiss, 1844]. 16pp.
Modern half morocco and cloth, gilt. Modern bookplate on rear pastedown. Small
marginal contemporary ink notation on first page, small stain on last few leaves,
moderate toning, minor foxing. Else very good.
A rare pamphlet written as a defense of Ezekiel Polk, grandfather of James K.
Polk, who was accused of playing an unpatriotic or lukewarm part in the American
Revolution. “This pamphlet is an answer to charges typical of the kind thrown
about in political campaigns, when a candidate’s private life and ancestry are
turned inside out in the hunt for seamy spots” – Goodspeed. “An answer to the
campaign-canard that Polk’s grandfather had been a Tory” – Midland. Scarce,
with only nine copies recorded in OCLC.
AII (TENNESSEE) 115. GOODSPEED 203:933. MIDLAND NOTES 23:224.
OCLC 7862755.
$1250.

An informative general store pocket ledger from the 19th-century settlement of
Ben Ficklin, Texas. The town of Ben Ficklin or Benficklin was first settled in
1868 by Major Benjamin Ficklin near San Angelo in west-central Texas, as a stop
on the San Antonio-El Paso mail line. It became the county seat of Tom Green
County in 1875 and soon had a population of 600 residents, but was effectively
wiped out by a West Texas flash flood in August 1882.
This small ledger was kept at a general store that was apparently co-owned by
Francis Corbett Taylor (1822-79), a Confederate veteran who was Tom Green
County’s first judge, a former business partner of Major Ficklin, and one of the
town’s co-founders. He signed the ledger “F.C. Taylor” on the first page, and
his personal accounts on pages 46-47 seem to allocate his share of the profits and
expenses. One of Taylor’s partners was his nephew Charles B. Metcalfe (18561941), who signed pages 59 and 62; at age 20 Metcalfe had already been elected
county commissioner, and later became an important rancher.
Goods sold at Taylor’s general store and noted here include tobacco, matches,
toothbrushes, knives, whiskey, coffee, beer, shoes, paper, candy, crackers, patent
medicine, pickles, Mexican blankets, and much more. Many of the store’s customers had Spanish names such as Santiago Vaisa, Jose Paredes Sr., Chon Rodrigues,
Cesario Delgado, Pedro Paredes, Ancelmo Medrano, Alvino Gomez, Julian Ramires,
and many others, attesting to the strong Hispano-American population in the
region. A customer named Jack Smith was likely Native American (or worked
for a local tribe), as he is noted in the ledger as “Stocktender, Kickapoo.” On
page 22 is an account for office supplies sold to Tom Green County. Two years
after the end of this ledger, proprietor F.C. Taylor died and was buried in the
Ben Ficklin Cemetery. Three years after that, he was disinterred by the flood
that washed Ben Ficklin off the map.

Rare Surviving Business Ledger
from a Short-Lived West Texas Town
14. [Texas]: [MANUSCRIPT GENERAL STORE LEDGER FROM A LONGLOST TEXAS GHOST TOWN, KEPT BY A PROMINENT CITIZEN AND
INCLUDING TRANSACTIONS WITH SEVERAL MEXICAN-AMERICAN
CUSTOMERS]. [Ben Ficklin, Tx. September 1876 – May 1877]. [11],91pp.
12mo. Contemporary black calf, front board stamped in gilt. Minor edge wear
and rubbing to boards, spine partially perished, hinges cracked and a bit tender.
Minor toning to text. Good condition.

Major Benjamin Ficklin was a fascinating character in mid-19th-century American
life. He was a graduate of the Virginia Military Institute; veteran of the MexicanAmerican War; teacher; participant in Albert Sidney Johnston’s expedition to Utah
to settle trouble with the Mormons; general superintendent of the Central and
Overland California and Pike’s Peak Express Company (and generally known as
the originator of the Pony Express); Virginia state quartermaster general, blockade
runner, and Confederate staff officer during the Civil War; organizer of the John
B. Floyd Brigade; purchasing agent for the Confederate government in Europe;
and suspect in Abraham Lincoln’s assassination (but released a few months later).
“After the war Ficklin received a government contract for a weekly mail service
from Fort Smith, Arkansas, to San Antonio, Texas, with a branch line to El Paso.
He established the Concho Mail Station, headquarters for his stage operations,
near the site of Fort Concho, in what is now Tom Green County. The stage stand
grew into the community of Ben Ficklin, the county seat of Tom Green County
in 1874” – New Handbook of Texas.
This ledger is likely one of the few surviving documents from this short-lived West
Texas settlement, and an important source for studying the Texas frontier economy.
New Handbook of Texas, p.990.
$3500.

The seventh edition of the first part and the first edition of the second
part of Tocqueville’s famous classic. As Tocqueville revised every edition
of the first part up to the eighth edition, each early edition has unique
aspects to it which make it of interest.
Alexis de Tocqueville came to the United States in the spring of 1831,
accompanied by his friend and fellow student, Gustave de Beaumont.
Their original goal was to study the penitentiary system of the United
States. After visiting prisons in the East, they undertook a tour of the
South as far as New Orleans, ascended the Mississippi, visited the Great
Lakes and Canada, and returned via New York, having travelled for nine
months. After writing their report on prisons, Tocqueville began work
on the first part of Democracy in America in 1833-34 and published it, in
an edition of less than 500 copies, in January 1835. The book was an
instant success and numerous editions, many with revisions, followed
quickly, so that the second part, first published in April 1840, was issued
concurrently with the eighth edition of the first part (another reason why
sets of first editions are difficult to obtain).
Democracy in America was an immediate and sustained success. There were
probably more than fifty editions in English and French published before
1900, besides numerous other translations. Almost from the beginning
it enjoyed the reputation of being the most acute and perceptive discussion of the political and social life of the United States ever published.

The Classic Study of American Democracy
15. Tocqueville, Alexis de: DE LA DEMOCRATIE EN AMERIQUE. Paris:
Charles Gosselin, 1839-1840. Four volumes bound in two. [2],358; [2],423;
[2],v,[3],333; [2],363pp. plus a colored folding map bound into the first volume.
Lacks half titles. Modern speckled calf, spine ruled in gilt, gilt leather labels.
Minor scattered foxing, occasional toning. Previous owner’s signature on titlepage
of first and third volumes, occasional pencil marginalia. Very good.

Remarkably, it has sustained its appeal generation after generation, as new
readers find it speaks to their time with a contemporary voice. Whether
perceived as a textbook of American political institutions, an investigation of society and culture, a probing of the psyche of the United States, or a study of the
actions of modern democratic society, the book has continued to offer insight and
provoke thought since its inception. It has also probably provided commentators
and politicians with more quotations than any other work.
HOWES T278, T279. SABIN 96060, 96061. CLARK III:111. Library of Congress,
A Passion for Liberty, Alexis de Tocqueville on Democracy & Revolution (Washington,
1989).
$5000.

A Grand Image of the Senate in 1850,
Featuring Clay, Webster, and Calhoun
16. [United States Senate]: Rothermel, P.F.: THE UNITED STATES SENATE, A.D. 1850. THIS ENGRAVING FROM THE ORIGINAL PICTURE
IS RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED TO THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED
STATES BY THE PUBLISHERS. Philadelphia: John M. Butler and Alfred Long,
1855. Line, stipple, and mezzotint engraving, 30½ x 37 inches. [with:] [A KEY

TO T he U niTed S TaTeS S enaTe ,
a.d. 1850]. Philadelphia: Published
by Wm. Smith, Print Seller, [1854].
5¾ x 9 inches. [with:] THE UNITED
STATES SENATE A.D. 1850. IN PRESENTING TO THE AMERICAN
PUBLIC THE MAGNIFICENT ENGRAVING.... Philadelphia: Butler &
Long, 1859. 24pp. plus frontispiece. Pamphlet: Original plain wrappers. Front
wrapper detached (but present), rear wrapper torn. Old dampstain throughout.
Good condition only. Key: Mounted on later board. Tanned. Very good. Large
engraving: Small, closed tears in the lower edge and left edge of the image, small
area of abrasion on one face in the middle right of the image. Expertly conserved
and backed by tissue. Very good.

for sale five years after it was originally
produced. This pamphlet contains
a frontispiece similar to the William
Smith key (but without Smith’s imprint), and information on the titlepage listing prices for the print in its
four iterations. The titlepage states
that the print would be available to
“subscribers only,” implying that a
new version was in production, but
it appears that Butler & Long were
actually trying only to sell existing
stock. The text of the pamphlet excerpts speeches from Senate notables
during the debates of 1850.

A handsome engraving of an outstanding depiction of the United States Senate
debating the Compromise of 1850, one of the most consequential debates and
legislative acts of the antebellum period. This copy, designated as a “proof” in
the lower left margin, has excellent tonality, with rich black and grey hues. Versions published by Butler and Long are known with copyright dates of 1854 and
1855 (as here). The print was engraved on steel by R. Whitechurch after the
original painting by Peter F. Rothermel (1817-95), an artist known for portraits
and historical scenes. This print was apparently issued in four versions: as an
artist’s proof (as here), on India paper, plain, and colored.
This copy of the print is enhanced by the presence of a separate “key” to the
illustration, published by William Smith of Philadelphia and copyrighted 1854.
The key identifies the twenty-seven senators shown in the scene, as well as Vice
President Millard Fillmore, presiding as President of the Senate. Also accompanying this copy of the engraving is a pamphlet promoting the print, published by
Butler and Long in 1859. Apparently, the publishers still had copies of the print

The Compromise of 1850 was a group
of five separate laws relating to the
spread of slavery in western territories,
and how those territories might be
formed and eventually become states.
It included the Fugitive Slave Law and
though it was applauded at the time
for saving the Union, later assessments
have condemned the Compromise’s
half measures and temporary solutions.
In the image, Henry Clay is shown
dramatically commanding the Senate
floor, his right arm outstretched. Daniel Webster, his head resting in his hand,
is shown to the left of Clay, while South Carolina’s John C. Calhoun is shown at
the far right, standing beside the Speaker’s chair. A number of other prominent
Senators are shown, including William Seward, Thomas Hart Benton, Lewis Cass,
William Gwin, Stephen A. Douglas, Salmon Chase, and Sam Houston of Texas,
the borders of which would be set by the Compromise of 1850. The gallery is
crowded with men and women listening to the debate. The scene – while powerfully composed and rendered – is a bit ahistorical; John C. Calhoun died on March
31, 1850, William Gwin did not become a Senator until after California statehood
in September, 1850, and Millard Fillmore became President on July 9, following
the death of Zachary Taylor. Fillmore’s support, however, was important in the
passage of the Compromise of 1850.
Not in Reilly, and a striking depiction of an important moment in American political history, enhanced by the presence of the “key” identifying the participants
and a separately published pamphlet promoting its sale.
$3000.

First Extended Description of Melbourne
17. [Walker, Thomas]: A MONTH IN THE BUSH OF AUSTRALIA. JOURNAL OF ONE OF A PARTY OF GENTLEMEN WHO RECENTLY TRAVELED FROM SYDNEY TO PORT PHILIP; WITH SOME REMARKS ON
THE PRESENT STATE OF THE FARMING ESTABLISHMENTS AND
SOCIETY IN THE SETTLED PARTS OF THE ARGYLE COUNTRY.
London: J. Cross, 1838. iv,54pp. Modern three-quarter calf and marbled boards,
gilt leather label. Very clean internally. Very good.
First and only edition of the first extended description of Melbourne, Australia.
Pioneer Australian entrepreneur and politician Thomas Walker (1804-86) was born
in Scotland. In 1822 he was sent to Australia by his father, a member of Parliament, to work in his uncle’s whaling firm. “His name is listed among those who
formed the Pastoral Association in 1823, from whose ranks came many well-known
Australian explorers” – Dictionary of Sydney (online). Four years after his arrival,
Walker was already the director of the newly-opened Bank of Australia. In 1837,
he and a traveling party explored parts of New South Wales to Port Phillip. He
and his companions attended the first land sales in Melbourne, buying a number
of the town lots. Later, Walker served as representative of Port Phillip in the
New South Legislative Council and was an active proponent of Separation. He
then joined six other politicians in 1845 in petitioning Queen Victoria to create
a new state in her honor, which became Victoria; the petition also called for the
separation of Port Phillip from New South Wales. He chronicled these heady
times in a journal, published as the present work.
A quite uncommon work since at least 1883, when James Bonwick described the
book as “exceedingly rare” in his Port Phillip Statement, in which he also devoted
the last chapter to extracts from the work. OCLC records nineteen copies under
several accession numbers, located in Australia, New Zealand, and the U.K., but
no copies in the United States.
FERGUSON 2667. BILLOT 150.
$4000.

